INTRODUCTION
Nanotechnology was introduced by Richard Feynman when he proposed there was plenty of room at the bottom [1] .
The combination of nanotechnology with vast variety of sciences has opened emerging areas of scientific and technological opportunities. One of these research-and development opportunities is engineering manipulation of nanocomponents for potential nanorobotic systems and nanotechnological applications [2] [3] [4] [5] . One general class of these natural nanocomponents is kinesin protein nanomotors that transport cargos within the cells by walking along microtubule (MT) tracks [2] . Kinesin nanomotor is powered by converting chemical energy into mechanical work through the hydrolysis of adenosine-5' -triphosphate (ATP), into adenosine-5' -diphosphate (ADP) and inorganic phosphate (Pi) [6] . Conventional kinesin (hereafter kinesin) nanomotor is a protein dimer with two globular heads connected together via a short and flexible neck linker at the long central coiled coil stalk region that ends in a tail domain opposite the heads [2] (Fig. 1) . Kinesin towards the plus-end of MTs in a hand-over-hand fashion [6, 7] . Intracellular cargo transport occurs along MTs when the appropriate nanomotor simultaneously binds to a cargo and to MT through its tail and heads respectively. According to the Fig. 2 , the hand-over-hand movement process is as follows: 1) the movement begins with both heads of the nanomotor in the ADP form, while one head is bound to MT, 2) the exchanging of bound ADP for ATP in the binding head leads to lock of this head to MT and throw the second head towards the plus-end of MT, 3) ATP-hydrolysis occurs in the first head and primes the movement of the nanomotor, and 4) after releasing of Ph through exchanging of A TP for bound ADP in the second head and a rotation of the back hand into the front the movement of the nanomotor is accomplished. Thereby, a hand-over-hand movement is accomplished similar to the way of human's walk and kinesin pulls the cargo towards the plus-end of MT. Kinesin nanomotor is able to move large distances along MT without detaching from MT which means it is a processive nanomotor [8] . Then, the nanomotor releases the cargo at an appropriate site of the cell at the end of the run with detaching from MT or transfers it to another nanomotor [2] . Also, when cargo is not bound to kinesin nanomotor, the nanomotor is in inactive form and the ATPase activity in the motor domain is prevented that may inhibit wasteful hydrolysis of A TP. Kinesin nanomotor remains in the inactive form until the binding of an appropriate cargo activates the nanomotor for movement [9] . During the movement, kinesin nanomotor consumes one ATP molecule per single step of its movement with a step-size of 8nm [10] . In general, kinesin nanomotor has several intelligent behavioral properties and performs them autonomously, such as I) direct converting of chemical energy into mechanical work : ath � r than via an intermediate energy, 2) recognizing the directIOn of movement, 3) cooperating behavior with many kinesin nanomotors during its function, and 4) consuming energy optimally. All of these behaviors of kinesin nanomotor advance it as an autonomous and intelligent component for potential nanorobotic systems. Computational modeling techni q ues can facilitate to achieve in applications of kinesin nanomotor for potential nanorobotic systems through representing the behavioral properties of the nanomotor. Previously reported computational works on kinesin nanomotor, simulated and modeled the behavioral aspects of the nanomotor in terms of changing some parameters in its mechanism [12, 13] . Also, recently, we have reported a comprehensive computational model of the structure and behavior of kinesin nanomotor within its cell using agent technology [14] . Agent technology is an artificial intelligence techni q ue that models each system components as intelligent agents which are able to realize the objective of a whole system through interaction with the environment of the system and other agents [15] . However, a computational study that can illustrate the coordination of kinesin nanomotor with other kinesin nanomotors as a communicational language has not been considered yet. Therefore, in this paper, the coordination of kinesin nanomotor with other � an �� otors is defined as a computational language by Inspmng from the behavior of kinesin nanomotor. In our proposed computational methodology, at first, we represent the agent-based characteristics of kinesin nanomotor within its cell as well as its agent-based behavioral model, a computational model of its internal decision-making process. Then, we use the represented agent-based behavioral model of kinesin nanomotor to develop a communicational language for the nanomotor within its cell. In general, as the behaviors of organisms can be exposed as their communicational languages, our methodology illustrates the behavioral model of kinesin nanomotor as its communicational language. This paper employs the state-of-the-art in computer sciences bioinformatics, nanoinformatics, and engineering to present � new computational methodology of developing of communicational languages in the nanoworld which has not been considered yet. Thus, this work can be point to enter a new field of nanoinformatics, especially in nanorobotics, which indicates there are plenty of communicational languages at the bottom.
II.
AGENT
-BASED CHARACTERISTICS OF KINESIN NANOMOTOR
Agent technology is an emerging computational technology for representing of real-world systems. Intelligent gent (hereafter agent) is an autonomous entity which is able to sense the environment through its sensors, make decision internally, and act upon the environment through its actuators in order to direct its activity towards achieving its delegated goals [16] . Agents are characterized with certain capabilities including autonomy, reactivity, pro-activity, and sociality [16] . Recently, we have defined these four capabilities for kinesin nanomotor and introduced the nanomotor as a physical agent that interacts with its cell as its environment through its sensors and actuator [14] . The reported agent based structural model of kinesin nanomotor indicated that the heads and tail of the nanomotor were as its sensors, while the motor domain of the nanomotor was as its actuator. Also, based on the autonomy, reactivity, and pro-activity capabilities of kinesin nanomotor the agent-based behavioral model of kinesin nanomotor was illustrated as a Deterministic Finite Automaton (DF A), Mkinesin (Fig. 3) . According to Mkinesin indicates that kinesin nanomotor autonomously starts its behavior from qo state and continues until reaching to one of qo or q4 states.
5) F
Mkinesin demonstrated a computational model of the internal intelligent and autonomous decision-making process of kinesin nanomotor e q uivalent to the natural behavior of the nanomotor [14] . This internal decision-making process of kinesin nanomotor demonstrates how the nanomotor autonomously responds to the perceived inputs of its sensors (heads and tail) with the generated actions of its actuator (motor domain). These behavioral responses of kinesin nanomotor to its cell can be defmed as a communicational language for the nanomotor. In this way, when many kinesin nanomotors attach to a cargo and cooperate to transport it by their individual processive movements, each nanomotor coordinates its responses to its cell with other nanomotors. Therefore, it can be concluded that the cooperation of kinesin nanomotors depends on their coordination through their behaviors (their autonomy, reactivity, and pro-activity characteristics) as a communicational language. This communicational language of kinesin nanomotors can define a sociality capability for them.
III. A COMMUNICATIONAL LANGUAGE FOR KINESIN NANOMOTOR
In order to develop a communicational language for kinesin nanomotor based on its behavioral DF A model, Mkinesin, we have used the algorithm for converting a DF A to its regular expression [17] . As it can be seen from Fig. 4 , two copies of Mkinesin are prepared, MJ and M2, where each of them has only one accepting state, qo and q4 respectively, where,
According to Fig. 4 and (1), MJ and M2 accept their respective regular expressions and union of these regular expressions is a regular expression acceptable by Mkinesin' Therefore, the acceptable regular language by Mkinesin is defined as follows:
(2) Fig. 4 . Making two copies of Mkinesin, MJ and M2, each of which has one accepting state, qo and q4 respectively.
where L (MJ) and L (M2) are acceptable regular languages by MJ and M2 respectively. In Fig. 5 , we have shown four steps of converting of MJ to its regular expression. According to Fig. 5 (d) , the acceptable regular language by the summarized DF A can be defined as follows:
demonstrates that for n � 0 times kinesin nanomotor can perceive cargo or MT. As after reading the regular expression e] ' by MJ it reaches to qo E F of MJ, it can be conclude that delete the q2 to q4 nodes and replace their respective arcs with (ga U dga U dega U dej) and (h U dh U deh) arcs, (c) delete the qJ node and replace its arcs with (c (ga U dga U dega U dej) ' (h U dh U deh» arc, and (d) join the two arcs of qo node as a single arc. the regular expression e/ is acceptable by MI. Also, the regular expression (c e2 ' e3 f demonstrates for n 2 0 times the following cycle can be repeated: 1) in the presence of cargo and MT, the nanomotor starts cargo transportation, 2) for n 2 o times, the nanomotor can transfer cargo to another nanomotor, receive a new cargo, and start the cargo transportation again, and 3) the nanomotor releases cargo at an appropriate site of the cell. As after reading the regular expression (c e/ e3 ) ' by M\, it reaches to qo E F of M\' this regular expression is also acceptable by MI. Therefore, MI accepts the regular expression (ej U (c e/ e3 )) ' . On the other hand, in Fig. 6 , we have shown three steps of converting of M2 to its regular expression. According to Fig. 6 (c), M2 accepts the following regular language:
L (M2) = { (e / e5 e/) (e7 e / e5 e/t I n 2 O}, (4) 
, and e7 = (a (de/) ' (h U dh U deh) ) . The regular expression (e/ e5) demonstrates, for n 2 0 times, in the presence of cargo and MT kinesin nanomotor can start its behavior, accomplish movement cycles, and release cargo at an appropriate site of the cell. Then, kinesin nanomotor receives new cargo and accomplishes movement cycles until transferring the cargo to another nanomotor. As after reading the regular expression (e4 ' e5) by M2 it reaches to q4 E F of M2, this regular expression is acceptable by M2. Also, kinesin nanomotor with internal q4 state can receive cargo, move along MT, and transfer the cargo to another nanomotor for n 2 0 times, as e6* regular expression. As with reading e/ regular expression by M2 its internal state stays in q4 E F of M2, it can be concluded that (e/ e5 e/) regular expression is acceptable by M2. Kinesin nanomotor can continue its mechanism as a regular expression (e7 e4* e5 e/) ' . This regular expression means for n 2 0 times kinesin nanomotor can repeat the following cycle: 1) receive a new cargo, 2) move along MT, 3) release cargo at an appropriate site of the cell, and 4) repeat (e4 ' e5 e6*) re i ular � xpressi .? n. A � , after re � ding the regular expression (e4 e5 e6 ) (e7 e4 e5 e6 ) by M2 It reaches to q4 E F of M2, it can be concluded that M2 accepts (e/ e5 e/) (e7 e/ e5 e/) * regular expression. Thus, according to (1) and (2) as well as the resulted L (MI) and L (M2) through (3) and (4), L (Mkinesin) can be defined as follows:
E q uation (5) indicates that the behavioral answers of kinesin nanomotor to its cell can be demonstrated as a computational regular language. It means that during transportation of a single cargo by several kinesin nanomotors, the nanomotors can employ their autonomy, reactivity, and pro-activity characteristics as a regular communicational language to coordinate their mechanisms. Thus, it can be concluded that the behavioral coordination of aUb aUb 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a new communicational language for kinesin nanomotor which is inspired by its natural behavior and has not been considered yet. In this methodology, we have used behavioral DFA model of kinesin nanomotor as its internal intelligent and autonomous decision-making process in response to its cell. Then, the behavioral responses of kinesin nanomotor to its cell, Mkinesin, were converted to a computational regular language for the nanomotor, L (Mkinesin)' We indicated that the proposed L (Mkinesin) was acceptable by Mkinesin and also in good agreement with the objective of the behavior of the nanomotor in nature. As many kinesin nanomotors can cooperate to transport a single cargo, their behavioral coordination can be defmed through the proposed regular communicational language, L (Mkinesin)' Thus, it can be concluded that kinesin nanomotors are physical agents which use their autonomy, reactivity, and pro-activity characteristics as a communicational language to provide a sociality capability for themselves. This computational work would hopefully lead to a new research field on wired relationships among intelligent and autonomous nanoparticles in the nanoworld which indicates there are plenty of communicational languages at the bottom. Such relationships [12] and communicational languages can facilitate the basis of constructing potential bio-inspired nanorobotic systems as well as designing of some computational languages for [13] controlling them.
